Leeds RoaDMaP
(Leeds Research Data Management Pilot)
Breakout 3 Summary – Professional area perspective
1. Library roles
Not all library groups came back with similar answers – some emphasised a signposting
role for librarians, others identified a wider variety of ways the profession may be
involved in RDM – in part, the comments reflect the slightly different make up of the
groups in terms of library roles (subject librarians, digital library staff, repository staff)
but even within library roles there was a variation in views.
There was some suggestion that, just as we need to work with colleagues from different
areas of the University as part of the wider research data management service, within
the library itself, different groupings of staff may be required who have not traditionally
worked closely together to draw on the widest skill set possible (subject librarians,
repository staff, copyright experts, cataloguers). However, not all participants felt library
staff had the appropriate skills to be part of a research data management service and
not all were keen to expand into this new area. For example, librarians may have spent
many years building a trusted and valued relationship with departments in the context
of teaching, learning and collection development. Is it worth sacrificing time spent in
these areas to try and play a role in an area in which we have limited experience and
credibility? Other participants felt that we are missing a valuable opportunity if we do
not offer our skills to support data. For most, research related elements are missing
from job descriptions and from resourcing – this would need to be addressed.
Summary of discussions
Do you have a role in Research Data Management?

Most, but not all, felt the answer was ‘yes’; several observations were made.








Depends on what we’re going to stop doing to free up more time
The language of research, research committees etc can be difficult – many
librarians do not have a research background – carving a role can be difficult
There may be unrealistic and un-scalable expectations about librarians’ levels of
specialisation e.g. a higher degree in a relevant subject area.
Important to define a role – otherwise we risk being sidelined.
Potentially exciting area to be involved with
Some participants felt a new, dedicated role was required – supporting research
data as an ‘add on’ activity will never have credibility
Understanding research processes (lack of confidence working with researchers
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beyond PGRs)
Stakeholders may not ready to engage – librarians are not necessarily seen as
having a role

What is your role?















We haven’t had a role until now and it’s still undefined
Mediating / signposting role
Training (perhaps)
Copyright advice
Advocacy and communications: Promoting RDM to researchers and raising
awareness of their role
Liaison between researchers and other stakeholders
Organising networking events
May be new roles or changed roles
Creating metadata
Managing repositories
Storing data
Facilitating discovery
Monitoring?

Some participants wanted to exclude areas from their remit e.g.



Not dealing with data
Not dealing with metadata

What are your responsibilities?

Few at the moment – responsibility was felt to lie elsewhere within the organisation
(central training, research support and technical staff in Faculties)
Future responsibilities:










Digitisation (probably) - there may be some tie in with Special Collections
functions. This may require good practice advice e.g. suppose confidential
information is included in a lab notebook which is then digitised.
Cost benefit analysis of digitisation vs. curating non-digital data
Advising on non-digital data
Understanding research practices in your subject areas
Promoting understanding of what data is and where it can be deposited
Knowing who else is involved in RDM at the institution – avoiding reinventing the
wheel
Not file formats and tech advice (views on this varied)
Not detailed metadata advice (views on this varied)
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Not data ingest (views on this varied)

What skills are required for this role?















Knowledge of academic environment e.g. funders requirements, other drivers

for DMP
Knowledge of the research process
Subject knowledge – so we understand discipline specific aspects of the research
process (may be more important in some disciplines than others)
Confidence and clarity about our own role and the skills we bring to it
Basic knowledge issues like IT, metadata
More in depth metadata skills (views on this varied)
Know who to refer to, who has the knowledge e.g. metadata, funder
requirements
Knowledge of IP, copyright issues
Ability to develop good relationships with other research support staff
Advisory and advocacy skills
Face to face training skills
Website development
We don’t know yet – likely roles are not clear

What are your training needs?

Some discussions highlighted the importance of understanding where expertise is
already located within an institution – it’s not possible or appropriate to up-skill in too
many areas.












What is data?
Deciding whether data could/should be available for reuse.
Digitisation – when is it appropriate to digitise?
Academics’ training needs
Good practice in data handling
Data protection
Understanding the research environment
Understanding funder requirements
Disciplinary knowledge
Metadata
IP, Copyright

Could you foresee aspects of your role contributing to RDM training and support?

We need a better understanding of how what we provide fits with what central training
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/ faculty based training at the institution provides.





PhD students: working with them in the context of online etheses, seeing the
ethesis as a published item
Training early career researchers, PhD students, supervisors
Online support resources – face to face may be difficult to scale
Identifying and signposting external training resources

Any ideas for collaboration or additional observations?








Share disciplinary expertise across institutions
Shared workload of identifying / creating training materials for postgrads etc.
Joint training and up skilling events for library staff
RDM Rose project
Shared data repository
Common standards / sharing best practice in RDM

2. Research support roles
We had a single group of research support staff.
Do you have a role in Research Data Management?

Yes
What is your role?

The group highlighted their pre and post award roles









Adopting a cradle to grave perspective re RDM.
Pre-award considerations – undertaking research, data protection
Data Management Plans and the writing of the plans
Assisting PIs to write plans
Asking specific questions i.e. pre-award / referrals to IT
Database curation once research is underway as not yet part of mentality or part
of their research process.
Post award troubleshooting and helping to sort out problems.
Managing teams of research support who look at compliance.

What are your responsibilities?




Checking funder policies for new things – need to keep/capture data.
Assisting data appendices.
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What skills are required for this role?







To support researchers: recognition that researchers under a lot of pressure and
not just from research.
Discipline knowledge very important
Negotiating/influencing skills
Knowledge of main funders
Ability to store data from difference audiences.

What are your training needs?

The group highlighted the need for further clarity about who was involved in research
data management and which systems stakeholders would need to interact with before
training needs could be effectively identified.






Systems and processes need to be explained before training can be rolled out.
Where should RDM sit and who should RDM sit with. Some central services are
stakeholders. Not total responsibility.
Utilise existing data and info officers.
Own organisation’s approach, institution’s capabilities.
Clarity of approach.

Could you foresee aspects of your role contributing to RDM training and support?

Yes
Any ideas for collaboration or additional observations?

White Rose events, networking opportunities.
Across organizations: lots of steering and working groups in different HEIs – could they
be brought together?
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